Knocker Spark Gap Adjustment

Note: you will need your fence box and a Phillips screwdriver for this

1.Hold the Knocker with both hands and rotate the lower portion of the Knocker counter
clock wise and slide the knocker down and out of your way.

2. Loosen the small screw just enough so you
can move the bottom electrode at the end of the
red wire in and out.
5. Mount the light to the top of your wooden post or
T-Post as shown below (t-post mounting bracket sold
separately). Attach the Knocker by using a “Split Bolt”
to your electric fence and ensure that the ground wire
is attached to the ground stake or ground fence.

3. With the fence box on adjust the Spark Gap between the Electrodes, wider until it stops
arcing. Then keep readjusting the gap smaller until the light begins to flash with every pulse of the
Fence Charger. Then tighten screw.

4. To re-assemble place the lower portion of the Knocker back into position and rotate clockwise to
lock into position.

Phone Support: 615-476-6128 or
info@electricfencelight.com

Easy to Install!!

The brightest Electric Fence light on the market.
Only uses current off the fence until something touches it.
Our Z-Bulb Plus has a very long bulb life.
The Z- Bulb Plus has a 3- year manufactures warranty. ( Does not include Lightning damage).
Can be mounted on a wooden post or a t-post by using a (T-Post Bracket 2” Horizontal ).
Can be attached in line with the HOT fence without the Knocker up next to the charger.
Flashes with every pulse of the fence charger.
Included Knocker makes an audible sound just in case you cannot see the light flashing.
Can be seen up to a mile or more away, 360 degrees and from the air as well.
You don’t have to go outside to check your fence anymore, just look out the window!!!
Technical support & questions about the product:
Office: 931-268-7134 Cell: 615-476-6128 e-mail: info@electricfencelight.com
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The “Z-Bulb Plus” Electric Fence Light is designed for 10-mile fence chargers and larger.
The larger the fence charger the brighter the light becomes.

The Z-Bulb Plus Electric Fence Light is designed to let you know that your electric fence is working
without any worries. The Electric Fence Light only draws current off the fence until something else
touches it. When that occurs the light will disengage and sends the full shock to the animal or person
that is touching the fence. As long as the light is flashing with every pulse of the fence charger this
means that all is OK. If the light is not flashing normally this means that something is wrong and you
may have something drawing down your fence or it is grounding out somewhere. Only one light with
Knocker per charger but you can install a second inline light without a Knocker up next to the fence
charger. The current only passes through the inline light to get current to your HOT fence by attaching
the (Light) RED wire to the charger HOT terminal and the Black wire to the HOT fence or to the HOT line
going to your HOT fence. We also recommend using split bolts to attach the Electric Fence Light wires
to your fence or it will arc and burn your fence.

“Made in USA” Cookeville TN

“Worlds #1 Electric Fence Light”

